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Portsmouth Girls’ Grammar School 

at Hinton Ampner House during World War ll 

 

An abiding memory of the evacuated girls was that they were always 

hungry and, therefore, devised ingenious ways in which to supplement 

their diet. The girls were given allotments outside the walled garden, facing 

west, where they grew beetroot, carrots and lettuce that they ate raw to 

assuage their hunger. In order to prevent the matron finding their ‘sloe gin’ 

they hid their jam jars containing sloes up the chimneys!  To make butter 

for their baked potatoes, the girls ‘churned’ cream poured off their hot chocolate 

drinks in old lemonade bottles.  Staff birthdays were celebrated with jugged hare. 

Gob-stoppers and ‘Swizzles’ were purchased by the teachers, Miss Barry and Miss 

Hooper, from the shop down Hinton Hill with the penny that each girl was allowed 

every week for sweets. A further penny for the Red Cross and one penny for the 

church collection were allocated to the pupils weekly. 

 

One particular church service was highly memorable as a mock air raid took place. 

The rector conducting the service was Canon Milner. He was so taken aback by the 

sight of the housekeeper wearing a blue dress and gas mask 

that he mistook her for ‘some kind of animal’! In the ensuing 

uproar, the girls flung off their hats, 

put on their gas masks and 

made ‘the most 

extraordinary, unseemly 

noises’. Regular fire drills were 

carried out and the girls had to 

carry their gas masks at all times. 

 

Music played a significant part in the pupils’ lives at Hinton 

Ampner. The house was well equipped with pianos as there was 

one in the hall, one in a member of staff’s bedsitting room and, 

eventually, one in the attic. Orchestral practice was held every 

Thursday afternoon. 

 

 



 

The relationship between the grammar school girls and the villagers improved over 

time. Initially, the girls were pelted with conkers by the local boys. The shepherds 

were much friendlier and took the new born lambs for the girls to handle. Mr. Howe 

cut the wood for the fires and undertook odd jobs around the house. When the girls 

jumped on their camp beds and broke them, it was Mr. Howe who mended them. He 

became a great favourite with the girls. At that time, Mr. 

Herbert Gray was the head gardener at Hinton Ampner 

House. He was requested to ensure that the gardeners 

stayed away from the actual building so that the girls were not 

distracted.  A major and memorable distraction was the 

airman on his first solo flight from Worthy Down who landed 

his aircraft nearby and called at the House for directions! 

 

The drawing room was used as two classrooms with a dividing curtain. The teachers 

were able to use Mr. Dutton’s study as a staffroom but the library was strictly out of 

bounds and kept locked. The use of Mr. Dutton’s private bathroom was also not 

allowed. The baths that the girls were able to use were painted round with the 

obligatory three inch line. The house accommodated between eighty and one 

hundred girls and some of the staff, but not all. A 

few of the teachers were billeted in the village. 

One night a doodlebug went down somewhere 

between Hinton Ampner House and Kilmeston. As 

paint and plaster showered down on the girls, 

they were advised to, ‘Lie flat and put your pillow over your head. Don’t get out of 

bed!’ 

 

The atmosphere in the House was happy and remained so until the school moved 

back to Dover Court in Portsmouth at the end of March 1945. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hinton Ampner 1940-1944 by Trisha Ferris 

 

My home was in the heart of Portsmouth close to the Guildhall so air raids were a 

regular event because of the naval base. I was very aware of the dangers since 

many homes near us had been destroyed and the school I had attended was just a 

heap of rubble. Because of this, and like many other children, I was evacuated and 

started at a new school. For me this was to be at Hinton Ampner House where the 

junior department of Portsmouth High School transferred for the war years. These 

days the usual comment is “How wonderful” . In many ways it was, but for a 6 year 

old being sent to boarding school was very scary. I was very afraid that my parents 

would be killed so each night I asked God to wait until the holidays and let me die 

with Mummy and Daddy. Bizarrely, we were sent home in the holidays so were 

regularly reminded of the dangers of living in Portsmouth! 

 

The interior of the house was not so splendid at that time, all the furniture had been 

removed and was replaced with school desks and tables, blackout replaced many 

curtains and bedrooms became dormitories with rows of camp beds. The entrance 

hall was used for morning assembly, general play area and for concerts and plays. 

The large drawing room was divided into two classrooms with a curtain which must 

have made teaching very difficult. The library was out of bounds and Mr Dutton’s 

study was the staffroom. We had our meals in the dining room on trestle tables. The 

youngest children were taught in the attic. Our playground was the garden. In 

summer months lessons were often taken out of doors. I remember P.E. on the lawn 

with us all in blouses and navy blue knickers- quite chilly on cool days! Each Sunday 

we all went to church weraring our school uniform. I learnt much later from one of our 

teachers that the same pennies were used each week  - an early example of re-

cycling! A cheque was given to Canon Milner and he returned the pennies after each 

service.  

 

As an only child I did enjoy the companionship that boarding school provided. We 

got to know everyone as we spent so much time together. Nature walks were a 

particular joy, catching tadpoles at Cheriton and collecting rose hips and sloes. We 

were taught the names of the wild flowers and had competitions each summer to see 

how many we could identify. My love of natural history was kindled at that time.  

 

 

 



I was asked by a news reporter a few years ago what damage we did. In those days 

we respected other people’s property. Our most frequent crime was talking after 

lights out and punishment was often peeling potatoes in the kitchen or going to the 

cellar to clean shoes, both very cold places. Hinton had a legendary ghost so this 

added to our fears and stimulated our imagination. We did have a few midnight 

feasts but the fare was limited, toothpaste sandwiches was one example. Sweets 

were a treat that we had once a week or sometimes after tea. Ovaltine tablets were a 

good substitute and we ate the beech nuts which were plentiful in the drive. 

 

Looking back I realise that it was a stressful time for us all and it has created a 

special bond between us. I have remained in contact with many “old girls” and 

arranged many happy reunions in the last 15 years. My years at Hinton Ampner 

have had a strong influence on my life and I look back with gratitude at the lasting 

friendships that were made at that time.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

PRE-SCHOOLS AT BRAMDEAN VILLAGE HALL 

 

WOODLANDS KINDERGARTEN- 1985-2002 

 

This school was started in 1985 by Mrs. Linda Turnbull who was unable to find a 

kindergarten place for her son. She provided the finance for equipment and initial 

expenses. Two trained teachers, Mrs. Joan Bate and Mrs. Barbara Longlands were 

invited to run the school. As numbers increased, Mrs. Elsie Jubb joined the staff. 

 

The children were prepared for school so that when they started they were ready to 

learn and take part in all activities. Interests were encouraged by a weekly table 

which led to lively participation in bringing items and in group discussion. Imagination 

and creativity were part of the scheme as well as music, singing and playing 

instruments. 

 

The fees were kept as low as possible so that anybody who wished could send their 

child. Owing to ill health, the school was sold in 1997 as a flourishing concern to 

Miss Emma Brown. 

 

Nearly eight years ago, Woodlands Kindergarten was bought by Mindy Butler and 

Caroline Butcher and re-named Meon Springs Montessori. 

 

 



 

 

MEON SPRINGS MONTESSORI- 2002 to date  

 

At that time there were eleven children on the register. There are now a maximum of 

28 children per session, and 44 children on the register in total! The nursery is  

constantly evolving, trying to improve, and keep abreast 

of the latest educational developments, the latest being 

the introduction of the EYFS (Early Years Foundation 

Stage), which radically changed the way nurseries 

teach children. In fact, it describes a lot of what 

Montessori practitioners have been doing for years, so it 

fits in well with the philosophy and teaching. The biggest 

challenge for Meon Springs is that, from September 

2010, the Government has said that all three year olds should have up to fifteen 

hours per week free nursery education, but the money the Government will provide 

to do this means that the nursery would not be able to run as it does at present, as 

the new finance works only on minimum staff with no extra curricular activities such 

as ballet, etc. Ways around the new funding structure are being investigated and it is 

hoped that Meon Springs will be able to continue to offer the high standard of care 

for which it is renowned. 

 

The philosophy of the nursery is principally that every child is an 

individual and should be allowed to develop at their own pace, 

in a totally child led- environment.  Free choice is the key 

principle of the Montessori environment, and the child will 

choose to do certain activities only when they are ready. Meon 

Springs Montessori is passionate about being inclusive and 

welcomes any child. With this in mind free places are offered to 

children from the Bramdean and Hinton Ampner community who 

are unable to pay the full fee each term. 

 

Independence is a key concept, although teachers are there to assist and support 

the child's learning as well as introduce them to new ideas. Maria Montessori 

believed children have a certain window of opportunity, called sensitive periods, 

where they are ready to learn certain things depending on 

their developmental stage. It is the teachers’ job at Meon 

Springs to recognize and help the children make the most 

of these periods of time. The environment that is set up in 



Bramdean Village Hall is very ordered and as beautiful as possible, with flowers and 

plants that the children look after. This structure enables the children to explore each 

area effectively and productively. External teachers come in to teach ballet, music, 

Playball, French, cookery and give an introduction to classical music; this enhances 

the children’s own learning and provides an exciting and stimulating programme.  

 

A mother went into Meon Springs and said that one Sunday she had been cooking 

the lunch at home whilst Radio 3 was playing. Vivaldi came on, and her son started 

going around the kitchen and sitting room putting things away. When she questioned 

him about why he was doing this he said, 'But this is the tidy up music from nursery, 

Mummy, so I must put everything away!' Needless to say she was delighted! 

 

 

 

Teachers from the local schools often say how much they 

enjoy having the children who come up from Meon Springs 

because they have learnt to be independent thinkers and do 

things without being asked. An example of this was when a 

teacher was called out of the room for a moment to talk to 

the headmistress. All the Meon Springs children, instead of 

sitting doing nothing, or just chatting, got up and took out puzzles and other 

activities, carried them back to their tables and started working! The teacher was 

very impressed when she went back into the classroom! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wildflowers– A Forest School in Brockwood  

 

Children aged three, four and five are welcome to join Wildflowers, including those 

with special needs provided that their requirements for support can be met. About 

ten  children attend per day, working with two or three adults.  

The children and staff meet by the renovated barn, adjacent to ‘The Granary’ at 
Brockwood Park, in the morning then go to nearby woods and fields. Mid-morning 
the children break for a snack and story. 

Having been outside for three hours, the children go indoors for a lie-down rest. A 
hot home-cooked meal is shared, while learning to enjoy healthy food and practise 
social skills. 

In the afternoon, the children undertake an adult-initiated activity, indoors or 
outdoors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Wildflowers’ educational practice is based on the understanding that:  

 children have an innate motivation to learn which can be nurtured by the right 
educational approach 

 play is a key way in which children learn with enjoyment and challenge 
 experiences in nature are vital for healthy childhood development 

The children's learning experiences outdoors are spontaneous responses to the 
season, the weather, their discoveries and interests. 

Indoors and in the garden, activities are provided in which the children express their 
creativity, such as drawing and painting; making collages; modelling and 
constructing; and making and moving to music.  

A sense of care and responsibility is fostered in the kindergarten through adults and 
children working together. Each term a visitor from another part of the world shares 
their culture and language with the children. 

Information taken from website  


